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ABSTRACT

The current study introduces a model for measuring student
diligence using online behaviors during intelligent tutoring
system use. This model is validated using a full academic
year dataset to test its predictive validity against long-term
academic outcomes including end-of-year grades and total
work completed by the end of the year. The model is
additionally validated for robustness to time-sample length
as well as data sampling frequency. While the model is
shown to be predictive and robust to time-sample length,
the results are inconclusive for robustness in data sampling
frequency. Implications for research on interventions, and
understanding the influence of self-control, motivation,
metacognition, and cognition are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The oft-cited 10,000 hour rule, popularized by Malcolm
Gladwell as the amount of time required to build expertise,
does not completely describe an amateur’s pathway to
mastery [23]. Not just any practice will lead to expertise;
practice that is at the edge of students’ abilities will be most
effective at improving abilities. This type of practice is
typically referred to as “deliberate practice” [14], and
because it demands the student to perform at the limits of
his or her existing abilities, such practice can tax the
student’s mental and physical resources. Thus deliberate
practice requires students to constantly regulate their
learning and exercise self-control to remain focused. As
learning shifts increasingly towards digital environments,
students will be tempted by more distractions and it is
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important that they resist and remain diligent while
learning.
In the past decade, there has been mounting evidence that
self-control influences long-term academic outcomes[29].
In 2013, the US Department of Education released a report
summarizing the evidence supporting the role of selfcontrol and similar non-cognitive factors in academic
performance. This new area of interest has led educators to
push for interventions that promote greater self-control
during learning. As these interventions proliferate, so does
research to better understand their efficacy and interactions
with other factors including motivation, metacognition, and
cognition. Research in this field relies on survey-based
measures of self-control [29]. Furthermore, with the push to
include assessment as part of state standards, there is a need
for a more robust measure [10]. This has created a demand
for a validated behavioral measure to complement existing
measures.
Digital courses present an opportunity to explore whether
behavioral measures of self-control can be computed from
the fine-grained, high-volume data generated by student
actions in more interactive courses. If so, there is a great
potential benefit relative to survey or specially-constructed
behavioral assessments. Such a model could unobtrusively
detect student levels of self-control as a natural
consequence of course interaction. Key questions for such
an exploration are what models can effectively convert raw
interaction data into self-control measures and at what scale
must data be collected, particularly in terms of the
observations per student, for such measures to be reliable
and have predictive validity.
In this study, we operationalize student diligence, a facet of
self-control, and introduce a model for measuring student
diligence using behaviors logged while learning with an
intelligent tutoring system. We validate this measure using
a year-long large-scale dataset (2.5 million observations)
that has a modest scale in terms of students (108), but a
large scale in terms of observations per student (about
15,000). The long time frame facilitates analysis of the
measure’s robustness variance in the time-sample length
and volume of per student data. We also assess the
convergent and divergent validity of the diligence measure
with other self-regulated learning and self-control
constructs assessed through associated surveys.

BACKGROUND
What is Diligence

Diligence has been defined as working assiduously on

academic tasks which are beneficial in the long-run
but tedious in the moment, especially in comparison to
more enjoyable, less effortful diversions[16]. Thus,
diligence is the domain-specific ability to maintain a high
degree of focus on a given task within that domain. This
highlights two important relations to the higher-level
construct of self-control, domain-specificity and trait-like
stability. Self-control is generally considered trait-like and
is the broader ability of an individual to regulate emotions,
behaviors, and thoughts especially under the temptation of
desirable alternatives [30]. This trait-like quality is driven
by the control facet of the “Big Five” personality trait,
conscientiousness [22]. Therefore diligence should be
stable across contexts in aggregate. However, while selfcontrol should be relatively stable aggregated across
contexts and domains, like many traits, it can have
relatively low correlations between domains(r=.20-.30)
[31]. Thus math diligence may vary greatly from athletic
diligence, and it is important to measure the domainspecific self-control displayed to accurately capture its
influence. This definition of diligence follows directly from
the social and developmental psychology literatures which
also use the terms willpower [24] and ego-resiliency [17] to
refer to self-control. Alternatively, the cognitive and
educational psychology communities have similar
constructs that have been enumerated specifically for
learning contexts. We describe some of these constructs
next. We do so both because they give a sense of the rich
landscape of related (hypothesized) psychological
constructs and because the data we analyze includes survey
measures corresponding not only to diligence but also to
these other constructs.
Relation to Executive Function

Executive function is a cognitive function heavily
implicated in self-control [5]. Similar to personality
measures such as conscientiousness, executive function is a
relatively constant cognitive resource that consists of three
components: inhibitory control, working memory, and set
shifting. All of these components are recruited collectively
in diligent behaviors. However, associations between lowlevel executive function measures and self-control in realworld tasks are small [9].
Relations to Self-Regulated Learning

Self-regulated learning (SRL) is a framework from the
education community that subsumes and integrates a wide
range of beliefs, skills, and strategies that impact learning
and originate from the self [33]. This framework views selfregulation as a set of motivational, metacognitive, and

behavioral constructs that drive a plan-act-reflect cycle.
Each construct has its own specific moderating relationship
with self-control and diligence.
Self-Efficacy

Self-efficacy is defined as the belief in one’s ability to
perform at a given level on a range of tasks [4]. SelfEfficacy moderates self-control and thus ratings of selfefficacy should be correlated to measures of diligence.
Achievement Goals

Achievement goals are a cognitive knowledge construct
defined by a 2x2 matrix where one axis is Performance
versus Mastery and the other is Approach versus Avoidance
[27]. Performance goals are those that define
accomplishment relative to peer-derived standards while
mastery goals are ones that are defined relative to personal
standards and prior ability and knowledge. Approach
orientation implies an individual is seeking attainment of
those goals while avoidance orientation describes
individuals more concerned with avoiding failure rather
than goal attainment. Thus mastery approach describes
individuals who work towards attaining greater knowledge
or ability and performance avoidance describes individuals
who work to avoid having lower grades than their peers
[13]. As a cognitive knowledge construct, these are
activated by the task context to moderate self-control.
While mastery orientation should tend to focus executive
function on task specific information, performance goals
will have more variable influences on self-control
depending on the dynamics of performance and the
resulting behaviors and strategies employed [2].
Theory of Intelligence

Theory of Intelligence describes a mindset related to the
nature of human intelligence [12]. Fixed mindset describes
an individual’s belief that intelligence and thus academic
accomplishment is a fixed and predetermined trait (i.e.
some people are smart others are not). Growth mindset
describes the belief that intelligence can be developed.
While it appears that mindsets should have an influence on
self-control through ego-depletion [18], it turns out that
mindsets are uncorrelated with conscientiousness [8] and
thus are likely uncorrelated with diligence.
Effort Regulation

Effort Regulation is one scale from the MSLQ Selfregulated learning inventory [26]. It is defined as a
students’ ability to control their effort and attention in the
presence of distractors. This construct is analogous to
diligence as defined, and thus should be highly correlated.
Existing Measures

Each executive function has an associated behavioral task
that has been validated such as the star-counting task
measuring working memory. However, the predictive
validity of such measures is low due to the weak association
between these low level cognitive measures and more
complex real-world tasks involving self-control [25].

SRL researchers have made a number of notable strides
towards online measurements instruments. [32] created a
note-taking, collaborative study-aid tool. This system found
student judgments of their learning process to not reliably
match assessments of online behaviors, thus raising
questions of measured construct validity. [1] was able to
identify help-seeking strategies as informed by SRL
theories using log data collected from an intelligent tutoring
system. [15] found conditional but no direct links in looking
for online measures of achievement goals based on online
hint-seeking and glossary-use behaviors.
For self-control measures, there are currently no online
behavioral measures, but [16] introduce a math based
behavioral task that served as inspiration for our
investigation. In [16], the authors introduce the Academic
Diligence Task (ADT), a math-based task that is targeted
for high-school aged students and older. The ADT attempts
to measure diligence by monitoring how long students
engage in a tedious but beneficial math task versus a more
immediately rewarding alternative, playing video games
and watching videos. They are told "try to solve as many
problems as quickly and accurately as you can" and "you
are doing this activity because it can make you smarter" to
create the expectation that they should do the math task and
that it is good for them. More specifically, students are
asked to solve single-digit subtraction problems for 4 fiveminute windows. The computer interface is split between a
math problem interface and video-watching/game-playing
interface. During this task, the total time spent solving math
problems as opposed to watching videos or playing games
is logged. Also the total number of problems solved is
logged. These two measures were correlated with selfcontrol and conscientiousness, but not with other big five
personality traits. They were also predictive of long-term
outcomes including end-of-year grade, graduation, and 4year college admission.
Adapting the Diligence Model for a Cognitive Tutor

The ADT utilized a low skill task in order to tax the mental
facilities associated with self-control such that more
diligent students would tend to stay on task more often,
while less diligent students would tend to stray from the
task. Thus more time on task and more problems solved
translated to greater diligence.
The model proposed by the ADT would be as follows in (1):
Ydil = β0Xtot + β1Xprod + ε

(1)

Where Ydil is the measured diligence. Xtot is the total time
on task. Xprod is the total number of correct problems
completed. ε is a Gaussian random error term.
By design, this task is able to differentiate the diligence of
students who are very fluent in simple arithmetic, however,
it is less likely to be able to differentiate students in the 1st
grade who are only just learning how to subtract single digit
numbers. Thus a more general model of student diligence
would be valuable to assess a wider range of students.

Students are increasingly using highly interactive online
course materials, such as intelligent tutoring systems, and
logged student interactions with these systems are a rich
source of student behavior during learning. The availability
of such data provides an opportunity to explore whether
these observations of naturalistic student learning behaviors
can be utilized for the assessment of diligence. There are
several challenges to using a cognitive tutor as a diligence
assessment in place of the ADT. The first challenge is that
cognitive tutors are designed to be adaptive to student’s
knowledge, moving on to the new material upon reaching
mastery [28]. Thus students solving the same number of
problems may actually have learned different amounts.
Similarly, errors during learning will adjust the knowledge
model and lead towards increased practice on a given
problem type. Thus the raw number of problems completed,
as proposed by the ADT, is not as directly comparable
across students.
In contrast to the ADT, another challenge with using
intelligent tutoring systems is that students are solving
problems using a variety of learning processes including
deliberate sense-making, inductive learning, and fluencybuilding cognitive processes [20]. In the ADT, the simple
nature of the problem reduced the cognitive load to a
fluency-building task, where time per problem solved
should be nearly constant throughout the task. While
working on cognitive tutors, students may pause for
productive reasons such as reflection or sense-making [1],
as well as for unproductive reasons such as socializing [3].
Thus interpreting time-on-task is trickier than it is in the
ADT.
As with any cognitive task, greater prior-knowledge is
going to enable superior task performance. Thus, this is also
likely a factor that will have to be taken into account.
Students with greater math ability will tend to solve more
problems in the same amount of time as their peers with
less ability.
Taking these factors into account, the following model is
proposed as shown in (2).
Ydil = β0Xtot + β1Xwork + β2Xprior + ε

(2)

Where Ydil is the measured diligence. Xtot is the total time in
the system as a sum of the duration of all steps in the
sampled time period. Xprod is the total number of correct
steps completed in the sampled time. Xwork is the average
work rate as computed by Xprod / Xtot. Xprior is the prior
knowledge of the student, which in this work is equivalent
to the grade from the previous year’s math course. ε is a
Gaussian random error term.
Fitting the model

For each model (1) and (2), diligence is assumed to be some
linear combination of the measured behaviors from the
intelligent tutoring system. In order to learn the context
specific coefficients of these parameters, the normalized
number of curriculum units mastered at the end of the year

by each student is used in place of Ydil. Thus equations (3)
and (4) are utilized to learn the values of β0, β1, and β2 for
(1) and (2) respectively. This defines the model as the
components of the online behaviors along the student
learning latent subspace.
Yout = β0Xtot + β1Xprod + ε

(3)

Yout = β0Xtot + β1Xwork + β2Xprior + ε

(4)

Where Yout is the number of curriculum units completed by
the student.
The justification for this model is best understood with a
few examples.
Varying Time-on-task

Comparing two students with the similar prior knowledge
and who have been solving problems equally fast, the
student who spends more time solving problems instead of
quitting the application early, delaying getting started at the
beginning of class, or taking more bathroom breaks, is the
more diligent student.
Varying Work-Rate

Comparing two students with the similar prior knowledge
and who have been solving problems for the same amount
of time, the student who is solving more problems is likely
doing so because they are focusing more and learning more
per problem as a result. This makes the faster working
student more diligent due to their increased exercising of
self-control to focus on the task at hand.
Varying Prior-Knowledge

Comparing one student with less prior knowledge to one
with more prior knowledge, the social pressure of the class
context may encourage students to reach certain milestones.
Students with more knowledge may feel less pressure to
work as quickly, but when they are working just as fast and
just as long as less knowledgeable students, they are
demonstrating greater diligence.
THIS STUDY

utilized here because it includes a long time-window as
well as motivational and metacognitive survey measures.
The students are all from a single middle class suburban
school in a mid-Atlantic state. The dataset includes 87
seventh graders and 21 eighth graders. There are equal
numbers of male and female students, and the population is
predominantly Caucasian, with 104 Caucasian and 4 nonCaucasian students.
Carnegie Learning’s Cognitive Tutor

While the model introduced is designed for more general
online behavioral assessment, this study leverages Carnegie
Learning’s Cognitive Tutor (CT) dataset for the
aforementioned reasons. The CT utilized in this dataset is
an Intelligent Tutoring System for Pre-Algebra that is
deployed across thousands of middle schools across the
United States. The CT leverages computational cognitive
models to provide adaptive problem selection and hint
support and correctness feedback to the students. Problems
are broken down into a multi-step process, which allows the
system to identify independent skills and trace skill
improvement over a fine-grained skill model of the domain.
The system logs all interactions with the system including
problem attempts, hint requests, response accuracy, and
problem step time. In this study, transactions for all
students over the course of an entire academic year are
utilized.
Collected Metadata Measures

In addition to online behavior logs from the CT, each
student’s course grades for the previous year, each
academic quarter, and the end-of-year course grade are
reported alongside several surveys of motivation and
metacognition completed at the beginning of the academic
year before any course content was completed.
Self Efficacy

Self-efficacy was measured using a 5-question scale with a
5-point Likert rating assessing student’s self-efficacy with
respect to their performance in the math class.

In this study, we look to validate the proposed model as
having superior model fit over the ADT for data from
adaptive learning environments. We then characterize the
predictive validity of the model for end-of-year grade and
amount of material completed by the end of the year. We
characterize the robustness of the model to data sampling
from varying time-grain sizes. We look at convergent and
discriminant validity with other motivation and
metacognition constructs collected through surveys. Finally
we finish with an analysis looking at the predictive validity
of varying time-grains with sparser samples to characterize
a lower bound on data required to support this model.

Achievement Goal Orientation

DATASET

RESULTS

This dataset [6] includes over 2.5M transactions from 108
students middle school students in pre-algebra class using a
Carnegie Learning’s Cognitive Tutor on a regular basis
(two class-periods/week for the entire year). The data was
collected as part of a different study [7], but we have

Comparing Model Fit

Achievement goals for Mastery Approach, Performance
Approach, and Performance Avoidance were assessed using
the corresponding 9 questions from the AGQ-R 12-question
scale [13] with a 5-point Likert rating.
Theory of Intelligence

Theory of Intelligence was assessed using a 6-question
scale from [12] reported using a 5-point Likert rating.
Effort Regulation

Effort Regulation is measured using the 4-question scale
from the MSLQ [26] using a 5-point Likert rating.

The proposed model was compared to the ADT model in
order to determine which model had better fit to the data in
the intelligent tutoring context. Linear fixed effect models

Model

AIC

BIC

(1) ADT
Model

300.00

308.03

(2) Proposed
Model

298.13

306.15

Table 1. Model fit for data from full academic year.

were constructed according to equations (1) and (2) with
each proposed variable as fixed effects, intercepts were
removed as insignificant extrapolations of the data, and
number of units completed over the entire year was set as
the dependent variable.
Both the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) were calculated for
each model. The AIC and BIC values for each model are
shown in Table 1. In both cases, the proposed model is
found to have better fit to the data, and thus all analysis
moving forward was conducted using the proposed model.
Predictive Validity

We then tested the predictive validity of our diligence
measure for both curriculum units completed in a year and
end-of-year course grade using ordinary least-squares
regression. In both models, gender, ethnicity, free or
reduced lunch, interest in math, and previous math
achievement are controlled for. All variables are normalized
in order to facilitate interpretation of coefficients.
The results of the regressions are shown in Table 2. The
diligence measure was predictive of both Final Grade
(R2=0.53) and Units Completed (R2=0.62).
In order to gain insight into the nature of the models’
predictions, the actual outcome measures and estimated
outcome measures were divided into quintiles and the type
and size of errors made by the model were analyzed. Tables
3 and 4 show the accuracy and error rate of the model for
End-of-year Grade and Units Completed respectively. As
expected given the models’ R2 values, there is a strong
diagonal to both matrices implying both high accuracy and
small magnitude errors at each level. One notable feature is
that the models more accurately predict the correct class at
the bottom and top quintiles(66% on average) as opposed to
the middle three quintiles (35% on average).
Parameter

Final Grade
β(p-value)

Units Completed
β(p-value)

Gender

0.06(.58)

0.06(.55)

F&R Lunch

-0.17(.25)

-0.03(.80)

End-of-Year
Grade

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Correct Pos.

55%

24%

38%

33%

68%

Type I

12%

17%

14%

19%

8%

Type II

45%

76%

62%

67%

77%

Correct Neg.

88%

83%

86%

81%

80%

Table 3. Model Prediction Accuracy of End-of-Year Grade.
Units
Completed

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Correct Pos.

80%

45%

38%

33%

59%

Type I

7%

14%

14%

16%

18%

Type II

20%

55%

63%

67%

41%

Correct Neg.

93%

86%

86%

84%

82%

Table 4. Model Prediction Accuracy of Units Completed by
Quintile.

However, a model that utilizes student work metrics across
an entire year to predict end of the year grades is not as
useful for informing interventions. Therefore, we repeated
the analysis with models that only utilized a fraction of the
data from the school year to determine their predictive
validity of each of these models for end-of-year grade and
units completed.
The full year of data was divided into academic quarters
and then into sets of decreasing number of continuous
quarters (1 through 4). Thus there are two 3-quarter subsets,
Q1Q2Q3 and Q2Q3Q4, three 2-quarter subsets, Q1Q2,
Q2Q3, and Q3Q4, and four 1-quarter subsets, Q1, Q2, Q3,
and Q4. The model definition had to be adjusted
accordingly to use more local measures of prior knowledge
and work completion. Work completion was simply set to
the total number of units completed during the sampled
time. Prior knowledge was set to the grade earned in the
quarter prior to the first quarter in the sample, or the grade
from the prior year if the sample includes Q1.
The results of each regression are shown in Table 5. The
diligence measure is significantly predictive of both end-ofEnd-of-Year Grade

Units Completed
β (p-value)

R2

0.40

2.23(<.001) ***

0.43

0.45

1.72(<.001) ***

0.41

1.08(<.001) ***

0.45

1.16(<.001) ***

0.44

Samples

β (p-value)

R

Q1

1.85(<.001)***

Q2

1.69(<.001)***

Q3

2

Q4

2.52(<.001) ***

0.51

2.09(<.001) ***

0.39

Q1Q2

1.93(<.001) ***

0.50

2.17(<.001) ***

0.52

Q2Q3

1.95(<.001) ***

0.56

2.09(<.001) ***

0.56

Ethnicity

0.28(.41)

0.26(.40)

Math Interest

0.12(.073)

0.15(.017)*

Q3Q4

1.11(<.001) ***

0.56

1.18(<.001) ***

0.55

Prior Grade

0.20(<0.01)**

0.07(.217)

Q1Q2Q3

2.11(<.001) ***

0.59

2.36(<.001) ***

0.63

Diligence

1.89(<0.001)***

1.64(<0.001)***

Q2Q3Q4

2.04(<.001) ***

0.62

2.16(<.001)***

0.62

Table 2. Regression model using full academic year data.

Table 5. Predictive validity over varying sample time windows.

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Q1

59%

30%

10%

22%

41%

Q2

59%

35%

25%

17%

55%

Q3

55%

25%

25%

26%

59%

Q4

79%

48%

32%

39%

50%

Q1Q2

64%

30%

30%

22%

Q2Q3

55%

20%

30%

Q3Q4

59%

10%

Q1Q2Q3

64%

Q2Q3Q4

59%

Samples

Survey Measure

Correlation (p-value)

Math Interest

0.25(.01) **

Theory of Intelligence

0.05(.596)

Self-Efficacy

.258(.007) **

Mastery Approach

.284(.003) ***

55%

Performance Approach

0.189(.051)

26%

64%

Performance Avoidance

.06(.52)

40%

35%

68%

Effort Regulation

0.337(<.001) ***

25%

25%

22%

64%

30%

10%

22%

41%

Table 6. Model Positive Classification Accuracy of End-ofYear Grade.
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Q1

65%

45%

29%

19%

27%

Q2

55%

35%

46%

19%

59%

Q3

70%

30%

42%

29%

55%

Q4

58%

40%

42%

38%

50%

Q1Q2

65%

45%

38%

19%

45%

Q2Q3

65%

45%

46%

14%

59%

Q3Q4

75%

40%

42%

38%

82%

Q1Q2Q3

75%

55%

42%

29%

59%

Q2Q3Q4

70%

40%

42%

29%

73%

Samples

Table 7. Positive Classification Accuracy of Units Completed

year grade and total curriculum units completed in a year
across all time subsets.
The quintile analysis was repeated for each of the time
subsets. The percent of correct positive labels was
calculated for each dataset and averaged across all the
datasets. The top and bottom quintiles of the End-of-year
Grade regression models had a mean accuracy of 63.8%
with mean standard deviation of 8.6%. The middle three
quintiles of the End-of-year Grade regression models had a
mean accuracy of 27.0% with a mean standard deviation of
8.7%. The top and bottom quintiles of the Units Completed
regression models had a mean accuracy of 61.5% with a
mean standard deviation of 11.3%. The middle three
quintiles of the End-of-year Grade regression models had a
mean accuracy of 36.1% with a mean standard deviation of
6.9%. Thus even without a full year of data, the model
retains its prediction accuracy at all quintiles, though as can
be seen in Tables 6 & 7, the model estimates begin to have
larger errors as data size decreases.
Understanding the Diligence Measure

We followed this analysis with a partial correlation analysis
to validate the relationship between our diligence measure
and other SRL constructs. The partial correlation analysis
included gender, ethnicity, and free and reduced lunch in

Table 8. Partial Correlation with Diligence.

the models. The predicted diligence measure using the full
year of data is compared with the survey measures and the
results are shown in Table 8.
The diligence measure is significantly correlated with its
analogous SRL construct, effort regulation, highlighting the
predominant effect size of self-control on average during
the usage of the tutor. There are also strong correlations
with mastery goal orientation and self-efficacy ratings again
supporting the hypothesis that these constructs moderate
self-control. Likewise, both performance achievement goals
were uncorrelated with diligence as anticipated.
Furthermore, domain-interest is significant as expected
because this is a domain-specific measure of self-control.
Thus the agreement between the partial correlation analysis
and theory bolsters the construct validity of this model.
Robustness to Data Sparsity

The robustness of the model to sparser data was tested
through an initial analysis of a second data set from a set of
96 Geometry students from the same school and the same
academic school year. The students in the geometry classes
had about 5,000 transactions over the entire year, and thus
had about 1/3 the data on average over any time-window
compared to the Pre-Algebra dataset.

End-of-Year Grade
Samples

β (p-value)

R2

Q1

.345(.17)

0.621

Q2

0.303(.43)

0.612

Q3

0.450(.31)

0.615

Q4

0.283(.18)

0.612

Q1Q2

0.259(.16)

0.618

Q2Q3

-0.618(.54)

0.612

Q3Q4

0.206(.46)

0.616

Q1Q2Q3

0.200(.26)

0.615

Q2Q3Q4

-0.391(.55)

0.612

Q1Q2Q3Q4

0.177(.30)

0.619

Table 9. Predictive validity over varying sample time windows
using sparse samples.

The same ordinary least-squares regression was performed
where the models included gender, ethnicity, free or
reduced lunch, interest in math, and previous math
achievement. All variables were normalized in order to
facilitate interpretation of coefficients. The results of the
regressions are shown in the Table 9. In this case the model
shows that the smaller dataset was not significantly
predictive of end-of-year grade at any time-window length.
DISCUSSION

In this paper, we introduced a model for measuring student
diligence using online behavioral traces of an intelligent
tutoring system. This method expands on an existing model
by leveraging the characteristics of the intelligent tutoring
system context to be able to draw inferences on quantity
and quality of student effort. The result is a measure of
diligent practice that has strong predictive ability on longterm academic outcomes even when only utilizing a
relatively short time-sample. There is some initial evidence
that the system needs a reasonably large sample of student
activity in order to make more accurate predictions of longterm outcomes based on diligence measures. It remains
uncertain based on the initial analysis conducted, whether
this inaccuracy is because the data collected is sampled too
infrequently to build an accurate picture of student
diligence or because the student’s measured diligence isn’t
reflective of an aggregation of all learning activities
completed by the student.
The study found supporting evidence of how motivation
and metacognitive measures such as achievement goals and
self-efficacy
influence
diligence
longitudinally.
Interestingly, the higher predictive strength of this diligence
measure at the extremes in contrast to the reduced
predictive power at intermediate values is a result that is
worth further investigation. Do intermediate diligence
students have more varied academic exertion across
academic activities? Are students in this range only
measured as less diligent in the system, while they may
tend to work more or less diligently on written homework
or while studying for exams? Conversely, are extremely
non-diligent and extremely diligent students more likely to
apply constant effort and focus across all activities in the
class? Is the varied diligence associated with academically
relevant offline behaviors such as peer tutoring or
frequently asking the teacher for help?
In this study, report card grades were utilized as prior
knowledge measures, and therefore limited the extent to
which smaller time-windows could be utilized to assess
diligence. This leaves several open questions for future
investigation. Many online courses do not span longer than
a few months, and thus a diligence measure designed to
identify potential low performers that requires 9 weeks of
data is likely too slow to provide intervention support. Thus
this model needs to be validated using alternative
knowledge and progress measures that can be sampled
more frequently. Knowledge tracing algorithms provide a

much more fine grained picture of both prior knowledge
and student learning, though they no longer capture
learning gains from offline activities and thus may
challenge the model accuracy. This is a promising avenue
for future investigations into the robustness of the model to
time-window length.
With an online behavioral measurement in hand, several
new avenues of research can be opened. Especially in
environments such as MOOCs where student motivation is
a known problem [18], the proposed diligence instrument
can be used to identify categories of low motivation and
diligence students for more targeted study. Furthermore,
interactions between diligence, self-regulated learning, and
cognition can easily be explored through existing behaviormining methods [19]. This instrument also creates
opportunities to experiment at scale with a range of selfcontrol interventions such as suggesting behavioral changes
that alter the typical study context or scheduling [11], or
encouraging more challenging learning activities [21].
CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a model that can measure student
diligence unobtrusively through data generated when
students interact with course materials. Furthermore, it can
support more sophisticated research into the impact of
various interventions on student diligence. Ultimately, the
model can support the identification of patterns of diligent
behaviors that lead to long-term academic success,
uncovering a range of effective non-cognitive interventions
and also elucidating the relationship between self-control
based constructs, motivational states, and how microbehaviors aggregate to produce specific long-term
outcomes.
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